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QUESTION 1

Which of the Administration Process statistics would represent timed requests and quick retry requests? 

A. ADMINP.ReqMsgQueue.GeneralPurpose 

B. ADMINP.RequestIdTables.BatchRequest 

C. ADMINP.RequestIdTables.PrimaryRequest 

D. ADMINP.RequestIdTables.SecondaryRequest 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Carl, the Domino administrator, wishes to migrate users to dynamic policies in his Domino environment. Which of the
following will occur when he completes this task? 

A. Groups with each policy name are created, and users are assigned to the new group policies 

B. Users are added to policy documents, and applied policies are removed from their person document 

C. Policies are added to the necessary person documents, and document links are assigned to the policy documents 

D. Policies are removed from the users entirely until they reauthenticate and the new dynamic policies are applied 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Domino Attachment and Object Service is supported on each of the following, EXCEPT? 

A. Mailbox databases 

B. DB2 enabled databases 

C. Non-mail file databases 

D. Domino servers hosted on an operating system in a virtual environment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are options utilized to provide the communication mechanism used by the server to exchange
automatic synchronization messages with the device client? 

A. UDP or ICMP 
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B. ICMP or SMS 

C. SMS or TCP Network 

D. TCP Network or ICMP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You wish to notify your users that you are enabling or disabling shared login for their user IDs. You wish for the
notification to appear in the Notes status bar and startup window only. Which of the following options will you choose in
the Security Settings document? 

A. System dialog 

B. No notification 

C. Notes logging only 

D. Custom message text 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

While upgrading his Domino servers to 8.5, Clint is considering utilizing the Domino Attachment and Object Service. He
has not migrated all of his databases to the new on-disk structure (ODS), however, so the option is not available. Which
of the following steps can he perform to prepare them for DAOS? 

A. He can pre-enable them for consolidation 

B. He can create a program document to enable the feature 

C. He can change the file extension of the databases to .ns8 

D. He can create an Administration Process request that will process only when the databases are upgraded 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Users in your organization utilize Lotus Traveler for their mobile devices. They are successfully able to search for user
names and telephone numbers. What is the default number of returned results in their searches? 

A. 10 

B. 25 

C. 50 
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D. 100 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

In which of the following scenarios would the Notes client push an updated copy of a user ID file to the server ID vault? 

A. When the user changes home servers 

B. When the user adds an Internet certificate 

C. When the user changes the logoff timeout on his or her Notes client 

D. When the user accepts a cross certificate to another Notes domain 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

As a vault administrator, you have the rights to delete the ID vault. Before you delete a vault configuration, which of the
following steps must be performed? 

A. Extract all user ID files from the vault and then delete the ID vault 

B. Delete all documents in the ID vault, delete the user policy, then delete the ID vault 

C. Delete all replicas except the one on the vault primary server first, then delete the primary 

D. Remove all ID vault administrators from the vault ACL, remove the vault user policy, and delete the ID vault 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Marion is having issues with a particular Lotus Traveler user and needs to extract all user information to a file. Which of
the following server commands will obtain this information? 

A. tell traveler dump  

B. tell traveler show  

C. tell traveler obtain  

D. tell travelerShow Stats 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11
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One of your Lotus Traveler users has misplaced a mobile device. You cannot delete this person\\'s Internet password,
as it is used for Domino Web Access, nor can you delete the person record for this person. Which of the following will
still allow the user to utilize Domino Web Access and NOT Lotus Traveler? 

A. Remove the Lotus Traveler policy for the user 

B. Place the user in a secondary directory on all the servers 

C. Place the user in the "Not access server" field in the server document 

D. Place the device ID in the restricted access field in the Lotus Traveler configuration database 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Domino roaming for the Notes standard configuration clients in Domino 8.5 and higher offers the ability to synchronize
which of the following? 

A. A notebook database and user ID file 

B. The user ID file and local Eclipse XML configuration files 

C. A feeds subscription database and an Eclipse plug-in data and preferences database 

D. The Activities plug-in configuration and the integrated Sametime Connect configurations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Margaret had encrypted the large object files when she activated DAOS for all her user mail files. She has been asked
to change her configuration and remove the encryption. Which of the following will occur to existing large object files
when she performs this change? 

A. The file remains encrypted 

B. The file is unencrypted immediately 

C. The file is removed from the repository 

D. The file is no longer accessible after the change is made 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

The following variable was found in a user\\'s notes.ini file: ENABLE_EARLY_AUTHENTICATION=0 Which of the
following will not function properly? 

A. Roaming user 
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B. Authentication after the Notes workbench appears 

C. The ability to log into the integratedSometimeclient 

D. The ability to recover user ID files from the server ID vault 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Halle, the Domino administrator, has been asked by Human Resources to retrieve an ID from the vault for a previous
user that is no longer listed in the Domino Directory. Which of the following represents the steps she must take to
retrieve this ID file? 

A. She must open the ID vault and search manually through the vault documents for the user ID in question 

B. She must register the user to create a new person document, apply the user policy for the IDvault, and then begin the
extraction process 

C. She must select any person record from the Domino Directory and manually type the name of the previous user
when prompted by the 

D. extraction process 

E. She must temporarily create a person record in the Domino Directory for the previous user name and then select that
person document to 

F. retrieve the ID 

Correct Answer: C 
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